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ABSTRACT: Binding of excess electrons to nanosize water droplets, with a focus on the hitherto largely unexplored properties of doubly-charged clusters, were investigated experimentally using mass spectrometry and theoretically with large-scale first-principles simulations based on spin-density-functional theory, with all the valence electrons (that is, 8e per water molecule) and excess electrons treated quantum mechanically. Singly-charged clusters (H2O)n+ were detected for n = 6 – 250, and our calculated vertical detachment energies agree with previously measured values in the entire range 15 ≤ n ≤ 105, giving a consistent interpretation in terms of internal, surface and diffuse states of the excess electron. Doubly-charged clusters were measured in the range of 83 ≤ n ≤ 123, with (H2O)n−2 clusters found for 83 ≤ n < 105, and mass-shifted peaks corresponding to (H2O)n−2(OH−)2 detected for n ≥ 105. The simulations revealed surface and internal dielectron, e−2, localization modes and elucidated the mechanism of the reaction (H2O)n+ − (H2O)n−2(OH−)2 + H2 (for n ≥ 105), which was found to occur via concerted approach of a pair of protons belonging to two water molecules located in the first shell of the dielectron internal hydration cavity, culminating in formation of a hydrogen molecule 2H+ + e−2 → H2. Instability of the dielectron internal localization impedes the reaction for smaller (n < 105) doubly-charged clusters.

1. INTRODUCTION

The nature and properties of excess electrons in polar fluids (in particular water), both in the bulk as well as in finite aggregates (clusters), have been a subject of intense experimental and theoretical efforts since the discovery of electrons dissolved in ammonia close to 150 years ago1,2 and the observations close to five decades ago3,4 about excess electrons generated in aqueous media as a product of water radiolysis. These endeavors, which were often accompanied by lively debates pertaining to the mode of solvation (hydration) of the excess electron, have led to the accumulation of a wealth of information, stimulated significant experimental and theoretical methodological developments, and served as a continuous source of discovery (see recent reviews5–6).

The majority of research endeavors (particularly in the context of aqueous systems) addressed the solvation of a single excess electron, which along with its intrinsic relevance as the quintessential simplest quantum mechanical solute appears as an intermediate in numerous charge-induced and charge-transfer chemical and biological processes and plays an important role in radiation physics and biology. Furthermore, starting with the early experiments7–10 and theoretical11–13 work in the 1980s and continuing with a recent surge of research activity,14–20 investigations of excess electron attachment and hydration in water clusters of variable size revealed interesting evolutionary patterns that bridge the finite (molecular) cluster regime with the macroscopic domain. An important advance in understanding the size-dependence of electron hydration phenomena was derived from the early theoretical predictions11,12 and related experiments pertaining to the distinction between a surface-bound (SB) excess electron localization mode found for smaller clusters and an interior-bound (IB) hydration for larger clusters. The interplay between the two excess electron localization modes was found in microscopic simulations11 as well as modeled through the use of continuum dielectric theory12,21 to reflect a size-dependent balance between the energy cost entailed in formation (either in the cluster interior or at the surface region) of a hydration cavity (involving disruption of the hydrogen-bond network) and the gain from attractive charge and dielectric polarization interactions between the excess electron and the hydrating host, with the latter contribution dominating at larger cluster sizes. The size evolution has been predicted11,12 (and was experimentally measured) to be characterized by a linear approach of the vertical detachment energy (VDE) to the bulk limit (that is, an IB hydrated electron) as n1/3, where n is the number of water molecules in the (H2O)n−1 cluster; here VDE is the energy required for removal of the excess electron without a change in the nuclear coordinates of the solvent.

While current understanding of the properties of single-hydrated excess electrons, (e−)aq, is rather advanced, though
certain issues remain open (particularly pertaining to the interpretation of the results of photoelectron measurements from singly charged water clusters\textsuperscript{5,16–20}), this is not the case for the hydrated dielectron, or \((e^\cdot_2)_{aq}\) consisting of two electrons confined to the same hydration cavity or localized in neighboring ones. Indeed, information about dielectrons in bulk water is rather scant and essentially nonexistent for water clusters (apart from an early single theoretical report\textsuperscript{15}). However, for a rather long time the dielectron attracted significant interest as a possible intermediate\textsuperscript{22–24} in the bimolecular water reduction reaction (sometime called the hydrogen evolution disproportionation reaction, or hydrated-electron bimolecular self-recombination) discovered about a half a century ago\textsuperscript{25–27}

\[(e^-)_{aq} + (e^-)_{aq} \rightarrow H_2 + (2 \text{OH}^-)_{aq}\]  

(1)

In light of early findings\textsuperscript{4,27} that atomic hydrogen is not an intermediate species in the reaction and that spin pairing occurs prior to, or in concert with, the formation of H\(_2\), certain proposed mechanisms for this reaction\textsuperscript{24b} involved initial formation of a spin-paired dielectron, \((e^-_2)_{aq}\) that is \((e^-)_{aq} + (e^-)_{aq} \rightarrow (e^-_2)_{aq}\). However, the very existence of \((e^-_2)_{aq}\) has been the topic of contradicting reports; see the experiments in refs 23 and 28 and the theoretical treatments in refs 13 and 29–31. The apparent unsatisfactory state of affairs pertaining to the hydrated dielectron contrasts the rather advanced state of knowledge about dielectron (and higher multielectron) states in condensed media in general (particularly alkali-halide salts\textsuperscript{32–36}), and most pertinent to the present study, in other polar liquids, for example, liquid ammonia.\textsuperscript{3,2,30,37}

Here we report on joint experimental and theoretical investigations of the occurrence and nature of doubly-charged water clusters and the dielectron hydrogen evolution (DEHE) reaction \((H_2O)_n^+ \rightarrow (H_2O)_{n-2} (\text{OH}^-)_2 + H_2\). Key elements of our program are (1) innovative high-resolution gaseous time-of-flight mass spectrometry investigations of the formation of \((H_2O)_{n-2}\) clusters in the range of \(83 \leq n \leq 123\), and, most importantly, measurements of mass signals corresponding to \((H_2O)_{n-2} (\text{OH}^-)_2\) (for \(n \geq 105\)) clusters, thus, providing direct evidence about the occurrence of the DEHE reaction, and (2) large-scale first-principles (FP) spin-density-functional-theory (DFT) Born–Oppenheimer (BO) molecular dynamics (MD), simulations (FPBOMD) of molecular arrangements, spectra, various modes of excess electron binding to water clusters, and of the atomicistic mechanism of the DEHE reaction with a focus on \((H_2O)_{105}^+\). In these calculations the valence electrons of the water molecules (8 electrons per molecule) as well as the two excess electrons (i.e., a total of 842 electrons in the case of \((H_2O)_{105}^+\)) are treated quantum mechanically. This level of computational complexity and accuracy that we deem essential, reaches well beyond all previous microscopic computational treatments of dielectrons in water\textsuperscript{13,31} (as well as all previous computations of large singly-charged water systems\textsuperscript{11,12,16}) where only the excess (one or two) electrons were treated quantum mechanically, while the rest of the system (that is, the host water molecules) has been described via model interaction potentials.

The mechanism of the DEHE reaction brought to light by our explorations starts with a concerted approach of two protons from two proximal (reactant) water molecules located in the first (inner) shell of the dielectron hydration cavity (with both excess electrons localized in a common cavity in the interior of the cluster). This process leads to generation of molecular hydrogen, that is \(2H_2^+ + e^-_2 \rightarrow H_2\), and it is accompanied by (concurrent) proton transfer from neighboring donor water molecules to the two hydroxide residues of the reacting water molecules. A subsequent sequence of proton shuttles (of highly cooperative nature) results in diffusion (and full hydration) of the product hydroxide anions. The DEHE reaction, which is characterized by a rather large computed exothermicity (4.1 eV), entails a calculated (upper bound) activation barrier of 1.8 eV.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the experimental procedure for generation of charged water clusters and the newly constructed high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer used in this investigation. Subsequently we give mass spectra showing doubly-charged water clusters with \((H_2O)_{n-2}\) clusters found for \(83 \leq n \leq 105\), and mass-shifted peaks corresponding to \((H_2O)_{n-2} (\text{OH}^-)_2\) detected for \(n \geq 105\), thus providing direct evidence about the occurrence of the DEHE reaction. In section 3 we describe our FPBOMD, simulation method, as well as the steered-FPBOMD technique developed by us for explorations of the pathways of the DEHE reaction. We also give (benchmark) results of our calculations for the neutral monomer, \(H_2O\), and dimer, \((H_2O)_2\), molecules, finding excellent agreement with experimental data for the binding energies, dipole moments, and geometrical parameters. Furthermore, we display our calculated electron vertical detachment energies (VDEs) for water clusters charged by a single excess electron, \((H_2O)_{n-1}^+\), \(n = 15, 30, 53, 85, 105\), and find that our predicted values compare well, in the entire cluster size range, with values measured in photoelectron experiments.\textsuperscript{16b} These results provide a new interpretation of the experimental findings in terms of internal, surface, and diffuse excess electron states in water clusters. Surface and internal modes of attachment of two excess electrons to a water cluster \((H_2O)_{105}^+\) are given in section 4, and the dynamical pathway of the dielectron hydrogen evolution reaction is described in section 4, with a discussion pertaining to the instability of internal localization of dielectrons in doubly-charged water clusters with \(n < 105\) water molecules as the origin of the observed impediment of the DEHE reaction in clusters in this size range. We summarize our results in section 6. The appendices give details of the simulation procedure and other pertinent information.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

In the experiment a wide distribution of water clusters \((H_2O)_{n-1}^+\) with \(n = 6–250\) is routinely generated using a 10 Hz pulsed nozzle,\textsuperscript{38} where neon gas at a pressure of 14–20 bar is passed into the valve through a water-containing heated reservoir (50–70 °C); the reservoir and the corresponding gas lines are thoroughly pumped and baked overnight prior to the experiment. The supersonic expansion is intersected by an electron beam (40–200 eV) generating a wide distribution of negatively and positively charged clusters. A newly constructed reflecting time-of-flight mass spectrometer, based on the design in ref 39 with \((m/\text{d}m) = 2000\), is used for mass analysis and separation of the clusters. During the extensive expansion conditions and high electron beam currents needed for the doubly-charged cluster generation, the mass peak gets distorted due to the space charge effect, although single hydrogen mass resolution at the relevant mass range is maintained.

When the carrier gas in the expansion is Ar or He, only pristine water clusters are observed in the mass distribution. Occasionally, under favorite expansion conditions, extra argon atoms can be
attached to the negatively charged water clusters; this indicates that the temperature of the clusters is in the range of several tens degrees Kelvin. No other peaks are discernible in the mass spectrum over the entire mass range. However, when Ne is used as the carrier gas, new peaks are observed in the mass range corresponding to \( n = 4 \). Two series of peaks can be clearly distinguished in the mass spectrum: the large ones, which do not depend on the expansion conditions, correspond to singly negatively charged water clusters, and the smaller ones, which appear only under favorable conditions, are assigned to doubly-charged water clusters with an odd number of water molecules; recall that time-of-flight mass spectrometry determines the ions mass-to-charge ratio as they are accelerated in an electric field of known strength.

Note in Figure 1B that, up to \( n = 52 \), the small peaks coincide precisely with the anticipated mass of \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{2n-1}\), as marked by the red (thin) vertical bars. Peaks corresponding to doubly-charged clusters containing 105 water molecules and larger ones exhibit a down-shift, indicating the loss of \( \text{H}_2 \). These peaks are characterized by a tail extending to higher mass (see below). The mass signals of doubly-charged clusters with an even number of water molecules either coincide with, or are masked by (in case of \( \text{H}_2 \) loss), the larger signal of the corresponding singly-charged water clusters.

The peaks attributed to \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{2n-1}(\text{OH})_2\) (i.e., for \( n \geq 52 \)) originate from the intraccluster hydrogen evolution reaction (resulting in \( \text{H}_2 \) loss) discussed above and not from the presence of impurities (such as \( \text{OH}^- \) or \( \text{O}^2^- \)) in the expansion. In support
of this conclusion, we note that these extra peaks are not discernible in the mass range smaller than \( n = 41 \).

While the focus of our study here is on the hydrogen evolution reaction, we remark that the formation mechanism of the doubly-charged water clusters involved in this reaction is likely to proceed through the coalescence of two singly-charged water clusters \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_n^-\) rather than the direct attachment of a second excess electron to a singly-charged water cluster, which would be inhibited by the large coulomb barrier. Indeed, according to our calculations, the total energy gain \( \Delta E = \epsilon((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{SS})^{-1} + \epsilon((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{SS})^{-1} - \epsilon((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{-2} (ss')) = 2.85 \text{ eV} \), which is equivalent to heating of the cluster by 70 K (the heating is likely to be even higher when the translational kinetic energy of the colliding clusters is included); here, \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{-2} (ss')\) denotes an equilibrated 105 molecule doubly-charged cluster with each of the two excess electrons localized in its own “surface cavity” (see the state labeled \( ss' \) in Figure 3A, below). Additionally, the above gain in energy upon coalescence implies that, in the range measured here (i.e., \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_n^{-2}\) with \( n \geq 85 \)), fission of doubly-charged clusters into two singly-charged fragments is inhibited by a sizable fission barrier.

In our experiment the flight time of clusters from the moment of generation to that of mass analysis is about 400 \( \mu s \), allowing ample time for the DEHE reaction to occur; our MD simulations indicate that the product \( \text{H}_2 \) molecule leaves the cluster on a much shorter time-scale. Because the DEHE reaction involves an activation transition state barrier (see below), the reaction time may become comparable to the transit time of the clusters in the acceleration fields of the mass spectrometer. This can give rise to the broadening of the peaks attributed to the doubly-charged clusters that underwent the DEHE reaction.

### 3. THEORY

Aided by algorithmic advances and the availability of modern parallel computers, we have performed a series of challenging first-principles (DFT) computational investigations where, as aforementioned, in addition to the two excess electrons, all the valence electrons were treated quantum mechanically. To this end, we have employed a FPBOMD simulation method\(^{41}\) that is particularly suitable for investigations of charged systems because it does not employ a supercell (that is, no periodic replication of the ionic system is used). In these calculations, the spin-density-functional Kohn–Sham equations are solved with the use of a plane-wave basis with a 62 Ry cutoff, in conjunction with norm-conserving soft pseudopotentials\(^{42}\) (with s and p components) for the valence electrons (8\( - \) per molecule). We employ the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange and correlation.\(^{43}\) In dynamical simulations with the FPBOMD method, the KS spin-DFT equations are solved prior to every propagation time-step (0.5 fs) of the nuclei. For details of the preparation of water clusters with excess electrons see Appendix A.

Prior to explorations of dielectrons in water clusters of various sizes and the DEHE reaction, we have investigated several neutral and singly-charged water cluster systems for which experimental data is available. These comparisons allow us to assess the accuracy of our computational method. First we give in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, our computed results for the energy optimized neutral \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) molecule and the water dimer \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_2\) (for earlier calculations performed by us for this system see refs 41, 44, and 45) and compare them with experimentally measured values for binding energies, geometrical parameters, and dipole moments of these systems (see also Figure 2 where the parameters defining the structure of the water dimer are given); for an accumulation of the experimental results for the water monomer and dimer molecules, see ref 46. The high level of agreement between the measured and calculated values, which is evident from the results

### Table 1. Calculated and Measured Energies (Atomization Energy, \( \Delta E_a \), in eV), Geometrical Parameters (O–H Distance, \( d(\text{OH}) \), and Intramolecular Angle, \( \phi(\text{OH}) \)), and Dipole Moments, \( \mu \) (in Debye Unit) of the \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) Molecule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{H}_2\text{O} )</th>
<th>calc</th>
<th>exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta E_a )</td>
<td>9.83 eV</td>
<td>9.51 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(\text{OH}) )</td>
<td>0.97 Å</td>
<td>0.96 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi(\text{OH}) )</td>
<td>104.5°</td>
<td>104.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>1.84 D</td>
<td>1.85 D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 2. Calculated and Measured Energies (Intermolecular Binding Energy, \( \Delta E_b \), in eV), Geometrical Parameters (see Figure 2), and Dipole Moments, \( \mu \), in Debye Unit, of the Water Dimer \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_2 \) Molecule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>((\text{H}_2\text{O})_2)</th>
<th>calc</th>
<th>exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta E_b )</td>
<td>0.23 eV</td>
<td>0.236 ± 0.030 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(O_1H_3) )</td>
<td>0.97 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi(O_1H_1H_2) )</td>
<td>105.0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(O_1H_1) )</td>
<td>0.98 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(O_1H_1) )</td>
<td>0.97 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi(H_2O_1H_2O_2) )</td>
<td>105.0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d(O_2H_3) )</td>
<td>2.95 Å</td>
<td>2.98 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta_\alpha )</td>
<td>124°</td>
<td>123° ± 10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Theta_\beta(\text{O}_3\text{O}_3\text{H}_1\text{O}_1) )</td>
<td>7.0°</td>
<td>6° ± 20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>2.62 D</td>
<td>2.60 D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(* \) The experimental values for the geometrical parameters are from Odutella, J. A.; Dyke, T. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1980, 72, 5062. The experimental value for the binding energy is from Curtiss, L. A.; Frurip, D. L.; Blander, M. J. Chem. Phys. 1979, 71, 2703, and it includes a zero-point contribution of 0.080 eV.
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**Figure 2.** Definition of the geometrical parameters characterizing the water dimer molecule \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_2\). For calculated and experimentally measured values see Table 2.
The most satisfactory level of agreement between the calculated and measured \(^{16b}\) VDEs found here (for further details see ref 47) for a rather broad range of cluster sizes, \(15 \leq (\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^{-1}} \leq 105\), has been achieved through first-principles calculations where, in addition to the excess electron, all valence electrons of the water molecules in the cluster are included. These results provide a new, consistent interpretation of the experimental findings \(^{16b}\) in terms of internal, surface, and diffuse excess electron states in water clusters, and they set a bench-mark for theoretical treatments of excess electrons in water clusters and serve as a firm foundation for the investigations that are the focus of our paper, namely, the nature of excess dielectrons in water clusters and the pathway of the hydrogen evolution reaction.

To explore the dynamical pathway of the DEHE reaction we used our steered FPBOMD (SFPBOMD) simulation method, where the quantum-mechanically calculated Hellmann—Feynman forces that act on the atoms and govern the system’s phase-space trajectory on the ground-state (BO) potential energy surface are supplemented by “steering forces” that act (during a prescribed time interval) on a small subset of atoms (four in the present case) in the vicinity of the reaction region, with the purpose of steering the system toward configurations conducive for reaching the reaction transition state barrier. Subsequent to an interval when steering is applied, the steering forces are dropped, and the system is allowed to evolve freely and attempt (spontaneous) crossing into the reaction product basin. When such crossing is successful, the integral that gives the work done by the applied steering forces along the steered particles’ trajectories yields the transition state activation energy, \(E_a\). If on the other hand the freely evolving system does not cross into the product zone, steering is resumed starting from the point where it was previously stopped, and the process is repeated until the reaction occurs; for further details about the SFPBOMD method, see Appendix B.

4. DIELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO WATER CLUSTERS

First we survey alternative attachment modes of two excess electrons to water clusters, focusing on those that are pertinent for the DEHE reaction; throughout this study we consider only singlet states for the dielectrons (see below). To this aim, we

Table 3. Calculated and Measured (ref) Vertical Detachment Energies, VDE (in eV), for Single Excess Electrons in Water Clusters \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^{-1}}\) Containing a Variable Number of Water Molecules, \(n = 15, 30, 53, 85,\) and 105\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n \quad (\text{H}<em>2\text{O})</em>{n^{-1}})</th>
<th>VDE calc (eV)</th>
<th>VDE exp (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 d</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 s</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 d</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 d</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 s</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 d</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 s</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 i</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 s</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 i</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) In the first column we give the number of molecules in the cluster, \(n\), and the attachment mode of the excess electron to the cluster (determined from the calculations) is denoted by the designations: i, s, and d, which correspond to i, internal localization; s, surface localization, and d, a diffuse state. The values measured in photoelectron experiments are designated according to ref 16 as I, isomer I, and II, isomer II, and they are listed in the same row as the closest calculated value.

in Tables 1 and 2, affirms the accuracy and quantitative reliability of our computations.

Next, we give in Table 3 our computed results for the vertical ionization energies (or vertical detachment energies, VDEs) of singly-charged water clusters, \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^{-1}}\), containing a variable number of water molecules, \(n = 15, 30, 53, 85,\) and 105, and compare them with values measured in photoelectron experiments; \(^{16b}\) for the theoretical method of preparation of the negatively charged clusters, see Appendix A. For every cluster size, the VDE is obtained as the difference between the total energy calculated for the negatively charged cluster \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^{-1}}\) and for the cluster with one less electron (that is, the neutral cluster, \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}\)) with the nuclear configuration in the latter kept frozen as in the anion cluster; the calculated results in Table 3 were obtained, for each cluster size, as averages over dynamical first-principles Born—Oppenheimer trajectories (with a duration of up to 3 ps) simulated at a temperature of 250 K.

For each of the clusters, we have attempted to prepare three types of excess electron states: internal (i), surface (s), and diffuse (d); see Appendix A for details. However, for the smallest clusters, with \(n = 15\) and 30 water molecules, the initially prepared internally localized excess electron state converted (during the preparation) into a surface localized one. For \(n \geq 53\) the internal state (prepared at 250 K) was found to be metastable (with a life time of several ps at 250 K) converting to a di

functions of the excess electron internal, surface, and diffuse states in \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105^{-1}}\) are given in Figure 3D—F. The diffuse state for all cluster sizes is characterized by a significantly lower VDE compared to those of the surface and internal states. Also note an apparent reduced sensitivity of the VDEs to cluster size variations for clusters with \(n \geq 53\) water molecules.

When giving the experimentally measured VDE values, we list them as isomers I and II (see ref 16b) instead of classifying them according to the localization mode (i, s, or d) assigned to them in ref 16b. For every cluster size we list, each measured VDE in the row of the localization mode was found to have the closest calculated value to the experimental one. Throughout the entire range of cluster sizes, we find a rather good correspondence between the measured and calculated values. In all cases, the VDE of isomer II (assigned in ref 16b as a surface bound excess electron) agrees best with the one found in the simulations to correspond to a (weaker bound) diffuse state, while the measured VDE values under the peak assigned in ref 16b as isomer I are found by us to correlate best with the values calculated for both the internal and the surface localization modes of the excess electron.

The most satisfactory level of agreement between the calculated and measured \(^{16b}\) VDEs found here (for further details see ref 47) for a rather broad range of cluster sizes, \(15 \leq (\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^{-1}} \leq 105\), has been achieved through first-principles calculations where, in addition to the excess electron, all valence electrons of the water molecules in the cluster are included. These results provide a new, consistent interpretation of the experimental findings \(^{16b}\) in terms of internal, surface, and diffuse excess electron states in water clusters, and they set a bench-mark for theoretical treatments of excess electrons in water clusters and serve as a firm foundation for the investigations that are the focus of our paper, namely, the nature of excess dielectrons in water clusters and the pathway of the hydrogen evolution reaction.
concentrate on the (H₂O)₁₀⁵⁻² cluster that is the smallest one for which the reaction has been found to occur experimentally (see Figure 1B). For each of the attachment modes that we display, we calculated the vertical detachment energies, VDE (obtained as the difference between the total energies calculated for the original cluster and for the one with one less electron, but without any change in the nuclear configuration between the two charge states). Thus, VDE(1) = E⁺(−1) − E(−2) and VDE(2) = E⁺(0) − E(−1), where E⁺(−m) is the total potential energy of the cluster in charge state m; as aforementioned, both E⁺(0) and E⁺(−1) are calculated for the cluster in the nuclear configuration of the excess dielectron state.

In the attachment mode displayed in Figure 3A, both electrons are surface bound, being localized antipodally with respect to each other (marked ss’). In the ss’ configuration, the two excess electrons occupy different KS orbitals and they have opposite spins (i.e., an open shell singlet state). The calculated VDEs for this configuration are (VDE (1)) = 0.03 eV, (VDE (2)) = 1.79 eV; the gyration radii are (rₑ) = 4.8 Å and 5.2 Å. (B,C) 2e⁻ attachment, with both electrons localized internally, denoted as ii. (VDE (1)) = 0.11 eV, (VDE (2)) = 2.38 eV and (rₑ) = 5.9 Å; the asymmetry parameter of the excess electrons distribution (see ref 13) is η = 0.1, indicating a slightly prolate shape (η = 0 correspond to a spherical distribution, while positive or negative values correspond to prolate or oblate distributions, respectively). (B) Overall view of the (H₂O)₁₀⁵⁻ cluster. (C) Close-up view of the 16 water molecules in the first (0–4.5 Å, 6 molecules) and second (4.5–5.3 Å, 10 molecules) hydration shells of the internal cavity. (D–F) Single excess electron attachment modes in (H₂O)₁₀⁵⁻, corresponding to the following electron localization patterns: (D) Internal localization (i), with VDE = 2.1 eV, rₑ = 4.3 Å, and η = 0.11. The hydration shells are characterized by a first shell, 0–4.25 Å, containing 5.5 molecules, and the second shell, 4.25–5 Å, containing 7.5 molecules. (E) Surface localization (s), with VDE = 1.95 eV, rₑ = 4.3 Å, η = 0.16. (F) Diffuse (s_d) state with VDE = 1.28 eV, rₑ = 6.6 Å. In the above <...> indicates time averaging (see Appendix A).

Figure 3. Modes of attachment of two excess electrons (A–C) and a single excess electron (D–F) to a (H₂O)₁₀⁵ cluster. In each case an isosurface of the HOKS orbital(s) isosurface(s) encompassing 60% of the electron distribution is depicted, superimposed on the corresponding water molecules’ configuration; the oxygen and hydrogen atoms are depicted as red and white spheres, respectively. (A) Two excess electrons localized in separate sites at the surface of the cluster, denoted as (ss’). The two excess electrons occupy different KS orbitals and they have opposite spins. The wave function of the excess electron with the lower energy is depicted in blue. The calculated vertical detachment energies, VDE (1) and VDE (2), are (VDE (1)) = 0.03 eV and (VDE (2)) = 1.79 eV; the gyration radii are (rₑ) = 4.8 Å and 5.2 Å. (B,C) 2e⁻ attachment, with both electrons localized internally, denoted as ii. (VDE (1)) = 0.11 eV, (VDE (2)) = 2.38 eV and (rₑ) = 5.9 Å; the asymmetry parameter of the excess electrons distribution (see ref 13) is η = 0.1, indicating a slightly prolate shape (η = 0 correspond to a spherical distribution, while positive or negative values correspond to prolate or oblate distributions, respectively). (B) Overall view of the (H₂O)₁₀⁵⁻ cluster. (C) Close-up view of the 16 water molecules in the first (0–4.5 Å, 6 molecules) and second (4.5–5.3 Å, 10 molecules) hydration shells of the internal cavity. (D–F) Single excess electron attachment modes in (H₂O)₁₀⁵⁻, corresponding to the following electron localization patterns: (D) Internal localization (i), with VDE = 2.1 eV, rₑ = 4.3 Å, and η = 0.11. The hydration shells are characterized by a first shell, 0–4.25 Å, containing 5.5 molecules, and the second shell, 4.25–5 Å, containing 7.5 molecules. (E) Surface localization (s), with VDE = 1.95 eV, rₑ = 4.3 Å, η = 0.16. (F) Diffuse (s_d) state with VDE = 1.28 eV, rₑ = 6.6 Å. In the above <...> indicates time averaging (see Appendix A).
between the compact electron distribution in the cavity (⟨r⟩ = 5.9 Å) and the surrounding hydrating water media. The calculated VDEs for the ii configuration are (VDE (1)) = 0.11 eV and (VDE (2)) = 2.38 eV.

At finite temperatures, the total potential energies of the two excess electron systems that we discuss here (as well as the energies of the neutral and single excess electron cluster systems that we studied) exhibit large fluctuations. These fluctuations include O–H stretch vibrations, which occur on a ~20 fs time-scale, and larger fluctuations (of the order of ±1.0–1.5 eV at 250 K and ±0.35 eV at 50 K) occurring on a time-scale of ~100 fs; for reference, we recall that the energy of a single hydrogen bond is typically about 0.3–0.4 eV. Molecules near the surface of the cluster make a significant contribution to these large fluctuations. The energies of the KS orbital(s) occupied by the excess electrons(s) were found to exhibit much smaller fluctuations (±0.1 eV at 250 K) with no apparent correlation with the large total energy fluctuations noted above. Consequently, we conclude that at finite temperatures it is likely that an ensemble of doubly-charged clusters will be found, made of clusters with different excess electron attachment modes. Moreover, it is likely that double-negatively charged clusters with alternative excess electron attachment modes (e.g., s’s, ii, and possibly some higher energy metastable forms) may form through the aforementioned collisional coalescence process of singly-charged clusters (see discussion near the end of section 2); the relaxation of this distribution of clusters to the lowest energy state will depend on the temperature, the thermalization efficiency, and other experimental conditions.

For comparison with the above dielectron states we display in Figure 3D–F atomic configurations of (H2O)1051, with the single excess electron attached internally (i) in (D), on the surface (s) in (E), and in a diffuse state (sd) in (F); these clusters were prepared as described in Appendix A. The calculated excess electron detachment energy for the s configuration is VDE(s) = 1.95 eV and for the other configurations they are VDE(i) = 2.1 eV and VDE(sd) = 1.28 eV. As already noted in our discussion pertaining to the results given in Table 3, the calculated values for the internal and surface states of the (H2O)1051 cluster correlate with the photoelectron measured16b broad higher energy peak centered at 2.19 eV (for (H2O)1051), and the calculated value for the diffuse state, x, correlates with the measured16b low-energy data showing a peak centered around 1.15 eV.

5. DIELECTRON HYDROGEN EVOLUTION: REACTION PATHWAY

As a result of our data showing that the DEHE reaction occurs only in clusters (H2O)n2 with n ≥ 105 (see Figure 1), we have performed SFPBOMD simulations for a (H2O)1051 cluster, starting from an optimized configuration at 250 K with the two excess electrons localized internally (see the ii configuration, Figure 3B,C). In Figure 4A, we display pertinent distances between atoms participating in the reaction plotted versus time, recorded during the steered reaction-path simulation. In Figure 4B, we show the corresponding time evolution of the eigenvalues of the KS orbitals located at the top of the occupied part of the spectrum of the (H2O)1051 cluster; the highest orbital bound to the water molecules is depicted in blue, and the highest occupied Kohn–Sham orbital (HOKS) that holds the two excess electrons is shown in red (the HOKS orbital maintains its identity as the two-excess-electron-orbital from the start of the simulation until about t = 400 fs, see below). The vertical (black) dashed lines denote the times t = 375, 410, 425, 440, and 460 fs, corresponding to the selected atomic configurations shown in Figure 4C–G, respectively; pertinent interatomic distances at these times recorded during the SFPBOMD simulation are given in Table 4.

The reaction occurs between two protons with an initial distance d(H−H; t = 0) = 3.87 Å, belonging to two H2O molecules (located in the dielectric first hydration shell) whose oxygens (marked “1” and “2” in Figure 4D) were separated at the start by d(O−O; t = 0) = 5.27 Å; a view of the system at a slightly later time (375 fs into the SFPBOMD simulation) is shown in Figure 4C along with an isosurface portrait of the internally localized dielectron wave function. The temporal variations of the H−H and O−H distances (the latter starting at d(O−O; t = 0) = 0.99 and 0.97 Å) for the two reacting H2O molecules are shown in Figure 4A.

The H2 evolution reaction involves “coalescence” of the two protons (mediated by the internally localized dielectron). This process is found to be correlated with proton transfer from neighboring donor water molecules (marked “d” in Figure 4D–G). The main reaction steps may be described as follows (see interatomic distances in Table 4).

I From the spectral evolution in Figure 4B (see, in particular, the inset) we observe that changes in the eigenvalue spectrum (beyond those resulting from thermal motions of the ions) occur past t ~ 400 fs. At t ~ 410 fs, the eigenvalue energies of occupied electronic states at the top of the spectrum of the H2O molecules (not including the two excess electrons) begin to rise. These eigenvalues (mainly the top four colors, colored blue and purple) correspond mostly to the sp hybrid orbitals of the two OH bonds (one for each of the reacting H2O molecules) that stretch as the two reacting hydrogens approach each other. At the same time, the dielectron wave function is seen to remain rather diffuse and nodeless even for the increased interoxygen distance (see Figure 4D corresponding to d(O−(1)−O(2); 410 fs) = 3.64 Å and d(H−H; 410 fs) = 1.28 Å).

II Subsequent evolution of the system is marked by a precipitous decrease of the distance between the two reacting hydrogens (see d(H−H) in Figure 4B, in the time interval between t = 410 fs and 425 fs) and the correlated decrease (i.e., taking a more negative value) of the eigenvalue of the HOKS orbital (colored red in Figure 4A). The atomic configuration at 425 fs shows formation of a hydrogen-like molecule. From the integral of the work done by the steering forces from the beginning of the simulations and up to the point when the steering is stopped and the system is allowed to evolve freely (in the vicinity of the top of the activation barrier, at time t = 412 fs) we estimate an upper bound of the reaction activation barrier of 1.8 eV.

The isosurface of the HOKS orbital shown in Figure 4E (425 fs) exhibits a remarkable 5-center wave function portrait of the dielectron-catalyzed hydrogen evolution reaction. In the central part of the wave function, one observes an embryonic H2 molecule in the form of two protons (represented by two connected light blue balls) surrounded by a nodeless electron distribution of elliptical shape (colored pink). On each side of this distorted s-like electron distribution one finds p-like wave function components (with positive and negative lobes colored blue and pink) centered on the oxygens (colored green) of the hydroxide (OH−) fragment resulting from the deprotonation...
of the two reacting H₂O molecules. At the end of the line connecting the evolving H₂ molecule and resulting hydroxide anions, we find wave function components of p character centered on the two opposing H-donor water molecules (marked “d”). At this time, the proton donation process to the hydroxide fragments is already in progress (see the decrease in the distances \(d(O-\text{H}_d)\) between the donated protons and the oxygen of the OH⁻ fragments in Figure 4B; \(d(O(1)-\text{H}_d; 425 \text{ fs}) = 1.54 \text{ Å} \) and \(d(O(2)-\text{H}_d; 425 \text{ fs}) = 1.51 \text{ Å} \). Compared to 1.81 and 1.90 Å at \(t = 375 \text{ fs}\).)

III During the following evolution of the system, the O–H bonds stretch further and the H–H bond decreases [see Figure 4B, \(d(H-H; 440 \text{ fs}) = 0.74 \text{ Å} \) and \(d(O(1,2)-H; 440 \text{ fs}) = 1.81 \text{ and } 1.79 \text{ Å} \), respectively], and concomitantly, we observe the donation of a proton (H_d) to each of the remaining hydroxyl anions from neighboring donor

Figure 4. Dielectron hydrogen evolution (DEHE) reaction mechanism in a (H₂O)₁₀₅⁻² cluster, evaluated with the use of a steered first-principles Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (SF-PBOMD) simulation, starting from an equilibrated state of the cluster with an internally localized dielectron in the ii state, see Figure 3B,C. (A) Distances between atoms participating in the reaction plotted versus time (in fs). H–H is the distance between the reacting hydrogen atoms (blue line); for a listing of distances, see Table 4. The distance between the reacting H atom and the O atoms, O–H, in each of the reacting water molecules (marked 1 and 2 in D) are depicted by the red and green lines. The distance between the O atom of the reacting molecule and the proton of a neighboring donor water molecule (marked d in D), O–H_d, is shown for the two reacting molecules and depicted by the dashed red and green lines. (B) Time evolution of the eigenvalues of the KS orbitals of the cluster. The top part of the spectrum (corresponding to orbitals of the water molecules) is depicted by gray lines with the highest water-bound eigenvalue shown in blue. The orbital occupied by the two excess electrons (at the start of the simulation and until \(t < 440 \text{ fs}\)) is shown in red; this eigenvalue is separated by an energy gap from the water-bound part of the spectrum until \(t < 440 \text{ fs}\). Unoccupied states (with energies above the excess electron orbital) are shown in green. The vertical (black) dashed lines denote the times \(t = 375, 410, 425, 440, \) and \(460 \text{ fs}\) (see also insert in B), corresponding to the selected atomic configurations shown in C–E. (C–E) Atomic configuration and superimposed isosurfaces of the highest occupied KS orbital (HOKS) recorded at the indicated times during the SF-PBOMD simulation; the isosurfaces comprise 75% of the electron density, and the purple and green colors of the isosurfaces denote + or − sign of the wave function. For \(t = 375 \text{ fs}\) (C), the entire cluster is shown, while for later times (D–G), we zoom in close to the reaction site. Red and small white-gray spheres depict oxygens and hydrogens of H₂O molecules. Oxygens belonging to hydroxide ions are depicted by larger green spheres, and the reacting hydrogens are shown as small blue spheres (shown connected in E–H, corresponding to formation of an H₂ molecule. (H) View of the entire cluster at \(t = 2500 \text{ fs}\), recorded at the end of the SF-PBOMD simulation. The two (larger) darker green spheres (the one on the left located at the surface of the cluster) depict the positions of the hydroxide ions at that time, diffusing in the cluster via the proton-transfer assisted diffusion mechanism. Sites that were visited by the hydroxide ions at earlier times of the diffusion trajectory are shown by blue spheres. Isosurface of the HOKS orbital, found to be located on the hydroxide ion near the surface of the cluster (on the left), is shown superimposed on the atomic structure; note that the HOKS is found here to have undergone hybridization with accidentally degenerate orbitals of some neighboring water molecules. (I) Atomic configuration of the (H₂O)₁₀₅(ÖH⁻)₂ cluster, shown with superimposed isosurfaces of the four topmost occupied KS orbitals, each enclosing 80% of the electron density in the corresponding orbital. The distance between the oxygen atoms of the two hydroxide ions is 5.61 Å.
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The reacting hydrogen atoms are denoted as H and the donated hydrogens from the neighboring donor molecules (marked “d” in Figure 4D–G) are denoted as “Hd”. Time is in fs.

Table 4. Interatomic Distances (in Å) Recorded During the SFPBOMD Simulation (Figure 4)\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>O1–O2</th>
<th>H–H</th>
<th>O1–H</th>
<th>O2–H</th>
<th>O1–Hd</th>
<th>O2–Hd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) O1 and O2 are the oxygen atoms of the two reacting water molecules. The reacting hydrogen atoms are denoted as H and the donated hydrogens from the neighboring donor molecules (marked “d” in Figure 4D–G) are denoted as “Hd”. Time is in fs.

Figure 5. Cluster configurations and projected densities of states, recorded at (A, B) \(t = 2500 \text{ fs}\) (that is, at the end of the FPBOMD simulation) and (C, D) after an additional 30 ps of classical MD simulation at 250 K, cooling to 50 K and further FPBOMD evolution (see Appendix B). The cluster configurations given in (A) and (C) are the same as those displayed in Figure 4H and I, respectively, and in addition to the atomic positions, they show (superimposed) the isosurfaces of the highest occupied KS orbitals. The projected densities of states (PDOS) in (B) were evaluated (separately) for the water molecules (in red), hydroxides (in light blue and green) and the H2 molecule (pink line, only seen in B because the hydrogen molecule evaporated from the cluster at a later time), in the \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{103}(\text{OH}^-)_2\) cluster at \(t = 2500 \text{ fs}\). The PDOS for the \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{103}(\text{OH}^-)_2\) shown in D includes in the inset the two main hydration structures of the hydroxide ions. For orbital assignment of the spectral regions in B and D, see text, and Appendix A.

which is located at that time at the surface of the cluster (represented by the darker green ball at the surface of the cluster on the left in Figure 4H or 5A), being hydrated in a plane formed by only 3 H2O molecules, while full hydration of a hydroxide anion involves a first solvation shell with 4 or 5 H2O molecules,\(^{50,51}\) see inset in Figure SD and ref\(^{52}\) for geometrical details; note also some contribution of this p-like wave function on neighboring surface water molecules due to orbital hybridization caused by accidental degeneracy. The incomplete hydration of this hydroxide ion is also manifested by the narrow peak (light blue, on line) at \(\sim -2.2 \text{ eV}\) in the projected density of states, PDOS, in Figure SB, whose energy is higher (less negative) than all other states of the cluster at that time. At the same time, the states of the other hydroxide anion (represented in Figure 4H or 5A, by the dark green ball below the center of the cluster), which has achieved a more complete hydrated state, are found to have lower (more negative and, thus, stronger bound) energies; note the sharp peak (colored green online) at \(\sim -3.75 \text{ eV}\) in the PDOS shown in Figure SB, which essentially coincides at that time with the top of the spectrum of the water molecules of the cluster (colored red online). For classification and characterization of the electronic states of \(\text{OH}^-\) and H2O, see Appendix C.

At later times in the cluster evolution internal equilibrium is achieved, see a configuration of the \((\text{H}_2\text{O})_{103}(\text{OH}^-)_2\) cluster shown in Figure 4I (also Figure 5C), selected from an ensemble
simulated with the use of classical and subsequent first-principles quantum simulations (see Appendix D). The isosurfaces shown in Figure 4I (also Figure 5C) correspond to the four HOKS orbitals of the cluster that were found to be localized on under-coordinated water molecules at the surface of the cluster, rather than on the hydrated hydroxide anions, which are found to be fully hydrated. Indeed, examination of the PDOS at this later time (Figure 5D) shows that the top of the spectrum of the cluster consists of states of the water molecules (in particular, those at the cluster surface) and that, upon better hydration, the entire spectrum of the hydroxide anion shifted downward, with the higher-energy states of the hydrated hydroxides anions decreasing in energy from about $-2.2$ eV in Figure 5B to $-5$ eV (see sharp peaks in Figure 5D, colored blue and green, corresponding to the two hydroxide anions); for a detailed discussion of the electronic states, see Appendix C.

The calculated equilibrium solvation energy of the $2(\text{OH}^-)$ ions in the cluster is $8.95$ eV (that is $4.48$ eV per ion), in agreement with the range of values deduced from experiments ($3.9^{53a}$ to $4.6$ eV$^{33b}$) and with quantum chemistry calculations$^{51a}$ for bulk water. Further analysis of the $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}(\text{OH}^-)_{2}$ reveals preferential hydration of the hydroxide ions (separated by $5.6$ Å) near the surface of the cluster.$^{54}$ The first electron vertical detachment energy from the $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}(\text{OH}^-)_{2}$ cluster is VDE$_1$ = $4.56$ eV, and the second electron detachment energy is VDE$_2$ = $6.65$ eV. Both detachment energies correspond to removal of electrons from water molecules residing at the surface of the cluster, rather than from the hydroxide anions whose electrons are bound more strongly.

From the difference between the potential energy of the equilibrated starting configuration of the doubly-charged cluster $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{2-}$ (with the dielectron localized internally in an ii state) and the energy of the equilibrated product cluster $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}(\text{OH}^-)_{2}$, plus that of $\text{H}_2$, we estimate that the exothermicity of the DEHE reaction is $4.1$ eV.

To conclude, we address the experimentally observed dependence of the DEHE reaction on the size of the doubly-charged water clusters, with only $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{2-}$ clusters with $n \geq 105$ (see Figure 1) showing $\text{H}_2$ loss, while the binding of two electrons is observed already for clusters with 83 water molecules. The reaction mechanism that we have explored above requires localization (at least temporarily) of the two excess electrons in a common cavity. Because the only compact dielectron state with both electrons sharing a common cavity is the ii state (that is, dielectron localization in an internal cluster cavity, see Figure 3B,C), we enquire about the cluster-size dependence of the likelihood of finding this dielectron configuration. As aforementioned, for $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{2-}$ (and for larger clusters), the two most stable dielectron configurations are ss and ii with both modes having vertical detachment energies (VDE$_j$, $j=1,2$) that correspond to a stable doubly-charged cluster (see caption to Figure 1). Furthermore, the total energy difference between the two dielectron localization modes in the $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{2-}$ cluster was found to be small enough to allow for coexistence of the two attachment modes, thus, enabling initiation of the hydrogen evolution reaction.

In contrast, for a smaller doubly-charged cluster, $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{85}^{2-}$, we find that the internal localization mode (ii), is significantly unstable (by $0.5$ eV) with respect to the neutral cluster (as well as being unstable, by $1.5$ eV, with respect to $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{85}^{-}$), thus, inhibiting its formation. On the other hand, we find that the surface, ss’, dielectron attachment in $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{85}^{2-}$ is stable with respect to the neutral (by at least one eV), with a first electron vertical detachment energy VDE$(1,ss') = 0.1$ eV and VDE$(2,ss') = 1.80$ eV. Consequently, we conclude that while stable doubly negatively charged water clusters $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{2-}$ may form for $n \geq 83$, the larger instability of the internal excess electron state (e.g., $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{85}^{2-}(\text{ii})$) would act to impede the DEHE reaction in clusters of smaller size (i.e., $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{2-}$, $n < 105$), in agreement with the experimental findings (see Figure 1).

6. SUMMARY

In this paper we presented joint experimental and theoretical explorations of the properties and reaction pathways of excess electrons in a polar medium, with a focus on dielectrons in water clusters, that is $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{2-}$, which may be viewed as the simplest multiparticle quantum-mechanical solvation (hydration) system. We aimed at determining the critical size at which doubly negatively charged water clusters would appear as stable entities and at understanding the various dielectron attachment and localization modes. Particular emphasis of our investigation has been placed on the following: (i) Detection of mass-spectrometric signatures that signal the occurrence of the bimolecular water reduction reaction (see eq 1), termed here, dielectron hydrogen evolution reaction (DEHE), $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{2-} \rightarrow (\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n-2}^{2-} + \text{H}_2$, whose detection until now has been made only in bulk aqueous media. (ii) Gaining deep insights into the microscopic pathways of the DEHE water splitting reaction, whose mechanism remained hitherto uncertain.

To these aims, we have performed high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometry measurements in conjunction with large-scale first-principles density-functional-theory quantum molecular dynamics simulations where, in addition to the excess electrons, the valence electron of the water molecules (eight electrons for each molecule) are treated quantum mechanically. Bench-mark calculations using our FPBOMD method$^{41}$ for neutral water monomer and dimer molecules yielded a high level of agreement with experiments (Tables 1 and 2). Moreover, the values calculated by us (Table 3) for the vertical detachment energies of excess electrons from singly negatively charged water clusters, $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{-1}$ (n = 15, 30, 53, 85, 105), compare well with those obtained from photoelectron measurements,$^{106}$ and analysis of the results of these calculations provides a new, consistent, interpretation of the experiments in terms of internal, surface, and diffuse modes of single excess electron attachment to water clusters.

The main findings of our investigations pertaining to dielectrons in water clusters may be summarized as follows:

A Singly-charged water clusters $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{-1}$ were detected for $n = 6 - 250$. Doubly-charged clusters were measured in the range of $83 \leq n \leq 123$ (Figure 1A) with $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n}^{-2}$ clusters found for $83 \leq n < 105$, and mass-shifted peaks corresponding to $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n-2}(\text{OH})_{2}$ detected for $n \geq 105$, thus, providing direct evidence about the occurrence of the DEHE reaction (Figure 1B).

B First-principles (FP) density-functional-theory (DFT) Born–Oppenheimer (BO) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (FPBOMD) of various modes of excess dielectron binding to water clusters were performed, focusing on $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^{2-}$ that marks the onset cluster size for which the DEHE reaction occurs. From the various modes of dielectron attachment that have been explored in these simulations, the favored one has both electrons localized at (antipodal) surface sites (see ss’ configuration in Figure 3A), with the closest dielectron isomer being the
localization mode where both electrons occupy an internal cavity (see ii configuration in Figure 3B,C). The first vertical detachment energies, VDE(1), for both dielectron localization modes are small (∼0.1 eV) due to the repulsion between the two excess electrons. On the other hand, the second vertical detachment energy (that is, second ionization that takes place subsequent to detachment of one of the excess electron, with no interim molecular cluster relaxation) is significantly larger: VDE(2, ss') = 1.79 eV and VDE(2, ii) = 2.38 eV.

C Steered FPBOMD simulations revealed that starting from a dielectron configuration with both electrons localized in an internal cavity (that is, an ii mode), initiation of the DEHE reaction entails concerted approach of two protons from two proximal (reactant) water molecules located in the first (inner) shell of the dielectron hydration cavity. This process leads to generation of molecular hydrogen, that is, $2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{e}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}^- \rightarrow \text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2$, and it is accompanied by (concurrent) proton transfer from neighboring donor water molecules to the two hydroxide residues of the reacting water molecules (Figure 4). A subsequent sequence of proton shuttles (of highly cooperative nature) results in diffusion (and full hydration) of the product hydroxide anions (Figures 4 and 5).

D The observed inhibition of the DEHE reaction for $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{n^2}$ clusters with $n < 105$, is attributed to the instability of the dielectron internal localization mode (ii) for clusters in this size range.

**APPENDIX A: PREPARATION OF CHARGED WATER CLUSTERS: THEORETICAL SIMULATIONS OF EXCESS ELECTRON STATES**

The excess electron states in singly- and doubly-charged water clusters were simulated using the following procedure:

1) First, to simulate a charged cluster with $n$ water molecules, an approximately spherical water cluster with $n + 1$ water molecules was prepared and allowed to evolve for 50 ps at 250 K with the use of the TIP3P model potentials55 (as implemented in the CHARMM force field56). Subsequently, for preparation of an interior localized state, a water molecule near the center of the cluster was replaced by a chloride anion, Cl$^-$, whose interaction with the water molecules was described by the Amber empirical force field.57 In the Lennard-Jones (LJ) term of this interaction potential, $V(r) = (\sigma/\rho)^{12} - (\sigma/\rho)^{6}$, the Amber A and B coefficients were replaced by (a) $\sigma' = 1.3A$, $\rho' = 1.3B$ for simulations of a water cluster with a single excess electron, and (b) $\sigma' = 1.6A$, $\rho' = 1.6B$ for simulations of a water cluster with two excess electrons.

For simulations of an excess electron surface state, a similar procedure was used but for an $n$ water molecule cluster, and at the end of the initial 50 ps MD simulation, a Cl$^-$ ion (with the above modifications of the A and B coefficients) was placed at the surface of the cluster with a distance of 2.5 Å from the nearest oxygen of a surface water molecule. For simulation of the ss' configuration (Figure 3A), two such (modified) Cl$^-$ ions were placed on opposite poles of the water cluster.

2) The water cluster with the added Cl$^-$ ion(s) was allowed to evolve at 250 K using classical MD for about 25−50 ps.

3) The (auxiliary) Cl$^-$ ion(s) was replaced by an electron (or two electrons in case of doubly negatively charged clusters), and the system was evolved at 250 K for a time period of up to 1.0 ps using FPBOMD.41

4) The system was cooled to 50 K (using stochastic temperature control of the ionic degrees of freedom, see ref 41) over a period of 0.25−0.5 ps, and allowed to evolve at 50 K for up to 5 ps.

The “diffuse state”, $S_d$, of the singly-charged $(\text{H}_2\text{O})_{105}^-$ cluster (see Figure 3F) resulted from adding a single electron to a previously prepared and equilibrated neutral cluster (that is, without the use of an auxiliary Cl$^-$. The configuration in Figure 3F was obtained from one that was evolved with FPBOMD at 100 K for 2.2 ps, cooled to 50 K in 0.25 ps, and further evolved at 50 K for an additional 2 ps time interval.

**APPENDIX B: STEERED FIRST-PRINCIPLES BORN–OPPENHEIMER MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (FPBOMD) SIMULATIONS**

The reaction that we wish to simulate takes place in the cluster environment, and stoichiometrically, it may be expressed as

$$2(\text{H}_2\text{O}) + 2(\text{e}^-) \rightarrow 2(\text{OH}^-) + \text{H}_2$$

The reaction is assumed to start from the an internal dielectron cluster configuration (that is, state ii depicted in Figure 3B, C). In the present simulation, we assume a temperature of 250 K. We define two time-dependent “steering-potentials”, $E_{O-H}(t)$ and $E_{H-H}(t)$, which are included in the equations of motion (see description of the FPBOMD in ref 41) of the nuclei of the two selected reacting water molecules:

$$E_{O-H}(t) = \frac{\text{CO}-\text{H}\{\text{min}[0, d_{O-H}(t) - D_{O-H}(t)]\}^2}{2}$$

with

$$D_{O-H}(t) = \text{min}[1.45, 0.82 + 0.0042t]$$

and

$$E_{H-H}(t) = \frac{\text{CH}\{\text{max}[0, d_{H-H}(t) - D_{H-H}(t)]\}^2}{2}$$

$$D_{H-H}(t) = \text{max}[1.06, 3.6 - 0.085t]$$

Energy is expressed in unit of eV, distance in Å, and time in fs; $d_{O-H}(t)$ is the distance (obtained from the steered MD simulation at time $t$) between the oxygen atom and the reacting proton; $E_{O-H}$ is applied to each of the reacting water molecules, with $d_{H-H}(t)$ being the distance (at time $t$) between the two reacting protons (that is, the ones that eventually would form, with the dielectron, the product hydrogen molecule). The constants in the above equations, $D_{O-H} = 9.7 \text{eV/Å}^2$, are chosen to take a value equal be about half of the O$-$H bond spring constant of an H$_2$O molecule in liquid water.

The steering-potential functions were chosen to bring the system to a point near the top of the barrier (as determined in preliminary runs) and to let the system evolve with the stretched O$-$H and compressed H$-$H distances until fluctuations and relaxation of solvating neighboring molecules get it over the barrier (which occurred at time $t = 412$ fs, see Figures 4A and 6). Subsequently, the system evolves dynamically without any steering potentials.

The barrier is estimated as the work done by the steering-forces. This work is the integral of $F(t) \cdot v(t) \, dt$, where $v$ is the particle velocity and $F$ is the applied force obtained (as a derivative) from the steering potential. The integration is taken from the start of the steering simulation to the point when the steering forces are stopped; that is, when the forces due to the...
The variation of the distances between the reacting H atoms, higher barriers (up to 3 eV).

The states of the OH \(-\) anions are commonly denoted by their (isolated anion) symmetries as (in order of increasing, less negative, energies) 1\(\sigma^*\), 2\(\sigma^*\) (−14.28), 3\(\sigma^*\) (−1.67), 1\(\pi^*\) (1.94), with our calculated gas-phase energies (in eV) given in parentheses; for the electron affinity of OH, we find 1.883 eV compared to the experimentally measured value of 1.825 eV. Because of the use of pseudopotentials, the 1\(\pi^*\) is not included in our calculation. The effect of hydration is to lower the energies of the states by up to 7–9 eV (see Figure 5D). The lowest energy peak of the hydrated hydroxide anion, at −21.5 eV, corresponds to the 2\(\sigma^*\) state, with the main binding in the ion coming from the 3\(\sigma^*\) state. The peak at −5 eV corresponds to the 1\(\pi^*\) states, which are essentially nonbinding, formed by the atomic-like \(p\) orbitals of the oxygen atom; the latter ones are those seen on the OH (though shifted in energy) in Figure 4G,H.

The states of the H\(_2\)O molecule are commonly denoted by their symmetries (of the isolated molecule) as follows: \(1\alpha_1\), 2\(\alpha_1\) (−25.14), 1\(\beta_2\) (−13.07), 3\(\alpha_1\) (−9.27), and 1\(\beta_1\) (−2.19), with our calculated values for the isolated molecule given in parentheses (in eV). Through comparison of the upper and lower edges of the DOS for the neutral (H\(_2\)O)\(_{103}\) cluster with that for the (H\(_2\)O)\(_{103}\) (OH\(^-\))\(_2\) cluster (Figure 5D), we have shown that charging effect in the latter, bring about an almost rigid shift of its states to higher energies by about 3 eV. Because of the use of pseudopotentials, the 1\(\alpha_1\) state is not included in our calculation. The states of the water molecules are significantly (inhomogeneously) broadened (and, as discussed above, they are upward shifted due to charging) in the cluster. Nevertheless, the groups of states in Figure 5D (as well as in Figure 5B, red line) can be correlated with the single molecule states as follows: the lowest energy region (between −20 eV and −24 eV) corresponds to 2\(\alpha_1\) (invoking the 2\(s\) orbital of the oxygen atom) and the states in the range −9 to −12 eV correspond to 1\(\beta_2\) (involving the in-plane \(2p\) orbital of the oxygen), with both these groups of states contributing to the attractive internuclear force in H\(_2\)O. The states between −6 eV and −9 eV correlate with 3\(\alpha_1\) (which is less binding than the other previous two groups), and finally, the states in the range −3 and −6 eV correspond to the lone-pair of the H\(_2\)O molecule, which lies in the plane perpendicular to the molecular plane (these are the \(p\)-like states seen in Figures 5C for the water molecules located at the surface of the cluster (because of reduced hydrogen bonding, their orbital energies lie at the top of the electronic spectrum).
and increasing the negative point charge on the oxygen so that the total charge on it is \(-1\). The Lennard-Jones and OH stretch terms were unchanged. With these modifications, we obtain the “4 + 1” coordination of the hydroxide anions with reduced O–O distances between the oxygen atom of the hydroxide anions and the oxygen atoms of the neighboring water molecules, as predicted by previous MD simulations\(^{50b}\) and deduced from recent experiments.\(^{60}\)
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(48) To account for the estimated experimental thermal conditions (that is, several tens of degrees Kelvin, see Experimental Section), the information that we give for the singly- and doubly-charged clusters (see text and Figure 3) was obtained from simulations where in the final stage of preparation (for details, see Appendix A) the clusters were cooled to 50 K and dynamically evolved using the FPBOMD method (see ref 41) for up to 5 ps. Simulations where the clusters were allowed to evolve at higher temperatures (200–250 K) yielded similar results pertaining to energetics (in particular, average vertical detachment energies) but with larger fluctuations and somewhat smaller radii of gyration (particularly for the singly-charged clusters); in this context, see theoretical discussions of preparation and thermal effects in refs 11d, 11e, 18c, and 20a.

(49) Other attachment modes that we have explored include (a) a higher (total) energy surface state where both electrons are bound in a common surface cavity, characterized by a very diffuse electron distribution (similar in appearance to that shown here for the one-electron diffuse sd state, see Figure 3f) with one of the excess electrons having a negative VDE and (b) an even higher (total) energy state with one electron localized internally and the other bound at the surface.


(52) We give here the geometrical parameters that characterize the hydroxide hydration structures, I and II, shown as insets in Figure 5D. For structure I in Figure 5D (where the O—H anion points downward, i.e., oriented as an acceptor with respect to the H2O molecule at the apex of the pyramid), the average distance O—O between the oxygen of the hydroxide (denoted as O₀) and the oxygens of the water molecules in the base plane ⟨d(O—one of the H2O molecules in the hydration shell of the hydroxide anions are found preferentially in the surface region, in the common surface cavity, characterized by a very diffuse electron distribution (similar in appearance to that shown here for the one-electron diffuse sd state, see Figure 3f) with one of the excess electrons having a negative VDE and (b) an even higher (total) energy state with one electron localized internally and the other bound at the surface.


(54) In the equilibrated (H2O)103(OH−)2 cluster, the hydrated hydroxide anions are found preferentially in the surface region, in the sense that some of the H2O molecules in the hydration shell of the hydroxides are found to be undercoordinated (i.e., miss neighbors) because of the proximity to the surface; for a review of recent developments pertaining to the issue concerning preferential segregation of hydroxide ions at the surface of water, see Chem. Eng. News, 2010, 88 (28), 35. For reference, we recall that in the bulk a fully coordinated water molecule would have 2 H-donor and 2 H-acceptor neighboring molecules. Analysis of the cluster configuration shown in Figure 5C reveals that for one of the hydroxides (the one of the left) two of the H2O in its first hydration shell miss (each) an H-acceptor molecule and one of its hydrating H2O misses both an H-donor and an H-acceptor molecules, and for the other hydroxide, we find that three of its hydrating H2O miss (each) an H-acceptor molecule.